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Join point models are one of the key features in aspect-
oriented programming languages and tools. They provide
software engineers means to pinpoint the exact locations in
programs (join points) to weave in advices. Our experi-
ence in modularizing concerns in a large embedded system
showed that existing join point models and their underlying
program representations are not expressive enough. This
prevents the selection of some join points of our interest. In
this paper, we motivate the need for more fine-grained join
point models within more expressive source code represen-
tations. We propose a new program representation called
a program graph, over which more fine-grained join point
models can be defined. In addition, we present a simple lan-
guage to manipulate program graphs to perform source code
transformations. This language thus can be used for speci-
fying complex weaving algorithms over program graphs.
1. INTRODUCTION
Current Aspect-Orientated Programming(AOP) approaches
provide mechanisms to weave a set of (crosscutting) concerns
with the base code. This is done at the design level like UML
or lower levels like source code, byte code and, even the CPU
instruction set. The exact locations that should be advised
are specified through the use of a pointcut expression. This
pointcut expression is subsequently mapped on a join point
model. This model is usually an abstract representation of
the base system code, for example a call graph or a control
flow graph. These join point models are used to identify
certain points in the static structure or in the execution of a
program. This means that there can be a mismatch between
the granularity of the join point models and of the code.
Most of the AOP approaches use a join point model similar
to that of AspectJ[10]. The AspectJ join point model uses a
dynamic call graph[15] to determine the correct join points.
They thus provide commonly used primitive pointcuts like
call, execution and field set and get. Such a model is suf-
ficient for most cases. There are however situations where
a more fine-grained join point model is required. Moreover,
these models are mostly rooted in control flow and call graph
information, but sometimes a pointcut expression based on
data flow or data dependence is more suitable.
This paper proposes an expressive and scalable fine-grained
framework to define join point models that incorporate both
data and control flow analysis. One can subsequently specify
a pointcut language which implements (part of) this join
point model. Allowing different implementation strategies
and language independence is the strength of this model.
The paper is structured as follows: First, we will motivate
this research with two example concerns we encountered in
our IDEALS[6] project with ASML[2]. This project aims
at identifying, resolving and refactoring crosscutting con-
cerns in embedded systems. Second, we will present our
program point model and the source code representation we
used to accommodate the model. Section 4 will propose a
weaving language that operates on the presented program
point model and uses the presented features. Finally, we
will provide an overview of related work, conclusions and
discussions.
2. MOTIVATION
Within our project we are currently developing a source to
source weaver for the C programming language. We noticed
that none of the current AOP approaches for C meet our
requirements. Currently there are only two possible candi-
dates for source code weaving of C code, AspectC[9] and
AspectC++[20]. The first is a prototype that offer an As-
pectJ like mechanism for C. This does however not meet
the level of granularity we require. The latter one supports
weaving of C code but produces a mixture of C and C++
code after weaving. Arachne[11] is dynamic weaver for the
C programming language. However the approach is limited
to a specific platform and does not allow for static analysis
by tools like Lint[16].
The subject system in this paper is an embedded system
developed at ASML, the world market leader in lithography
systems. The entire system consists of more than 12 million
lines of C code and it has a number of typical crosscutting
concerns. Within IDEALS[6] project we are working on two
concerns that we present in the upcoming sections. How-
ever, we aim at a scalable framework model for other possi-
ble concerns as well. We therefore provide a comprehensive
program representation and a weaving language that can
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enable developers to write more fine-grained and expressive
pointcuts.
2.1 Parameter checking
Design by Contract[18] is a widely used technique to en-
sure the correct interaction between modules and compo-
nents. A contract specifies a set of pre- and postconditions,
that must hold before and after execution of a function or
method. It thus specifies a set of invariants: conditions that
must hold all the time. The checks to determine whether an
invariant holds are usually written manually and are thus
duplicated all over the code. The invariants are crosscut-
ting since the same code is introduced in multiple places.
In the ASML codebase, many of such checks are present
to determine whether the value of a pointer parameter is
null. ASML’s coding conventions dictate that if a pointer
parameter has the value null, this should be treated as an
error and this error should be logged and returned to the
caller. In addition ASML distinguishes between an input
pointer parameters(referenced but not modified), and out-
put pointer parameters(referenced and modified). Depend-
ing on whether a pointer parameter is input or output, a
different error message is logged.
The code that checks the null pointer parameters is around
7% percent of the total code of certain components. This
code is manually inserted and thus error prone. Our goal is
to separate the parameter checking concern from the base
system. However determining whether a pointer parame-
ter is input or output requires data analysis of the code.
We use AspectC++[20] as an example AOP approach on
C(++)to show a possible solution using current AOP ap-
proaches. First, we show an example of a C function in the
ASML’s source code.
1 int CCXA_split_string(char *string , int string_length
, char *head , char *tail)
2 {
3 // . . .
4 }
Listing 1: Example ASML C function
This function takes a string and splits it into substrings,
returning the head and the tail. The first two parameters
are thus input (pointer) parameters and the latter two pa-
rameters are output pointer parameters. In order to adhere
to the coding conventions we need to log different messages
for the input and output pointer parameters. We define two
advices, one advice checks the input pointer parameters and
the other advice checks the output pointer parameters. The
complete aspect definition is shown in listing 2.
1 aspect ParameterCheckingAspect
2 {
3 pointcut CCXA_split_string_params (char *string ,
int str_length , char *head , char tail*) =
execution("int CCXA_split_string (...)") &&
args(string , str_length , head , tail);
4
5 advice CCXA_split_string_params(string ,
str_length , head , tail) : around(char *string
, int str_length , char *head , char *tail):
6 {
7 if(string == NULL)
8 {
9 ERROR_LOG("An input parameter error
occurred in function




12 tjp ->proceed ();
13 }
14
15 advice CCXA_split_string_params(string ,
str_length , head , tail) : around(char *string
, int str_length , char *head , char *tail):
16 {
17 if(head == NULL || tail == NULL)
18 {
19 ERROR_LOG("An output parameter error
occurred in function








The initial motivation for separating concerns in this case
was to reduce code size. However, the code size is not
reduced as the number of checks is equal to the original
unrefactored code and the number of lines used to write
the check equals the number of lines used by the checks in
the original unrefactored code. Furthermore, the program-
mer has to explicitly maintain the aspect specification while
working on the base system code. Each time a new function
is added, the developer should also write down the advice
and pointcut definition. This example shows the need to
incorporate data (flow) analysis into an AOP approach, as
the type of the parameter can not be determined by solely
looking at the call and control flow of a program. Current
AOP approaches do not offer a mechanism to query the data
flow of a program.
In our approach we can query the usage of global, local
and parameter variables. Using such a mechanism we can
write one pointcut designator to capture all functions where
the parameters match a certain behavior. An AspectJ like
example of such a pointcut is given in listing 3.
1 pointcut inputvars (Object p) :
2 execution( int *(..))
3 && hasParameter(p)
4 && !parameterUsage(p,"* m *");
Listing 3: Example pointcut expression
The pointcut states that we are interested in the execution
of any function with return type int. We constraint this set
by indicating that it should have a parameter p which is not
modified, indicated by !parameterUsage(p,“∗m∗”). We use
here a regular expression to denote the behavior of this para-
meter. In this way we could also specify an output parame-
ter(a parameter which is modified): parameterUsage(p,“∗m∗”).
We could have chosen to annotate all the parameters with an
input or output specification, this is however not supported
by any AOP approach for C(++) and still requires explic-
itly specifying which parameters are input and which are
output. The use of annotations is detailed in [19]. Our pro-
posed approach can cope with changes made to the source
code. For every new or changed function the data analysis
is redone at weave time and the input and output parame-
ters are calculated again. If the developer changes anything
inside the function to make in input parameter an output
parameter this is automatically captured by the pointcut.
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The majority of existing AOP pointcut are based on control
flow information. Whereas a pointcut mechanism based on
the state and behavior of the data flow may capture the
problem better.
2.2 Statechart updating
In [14], we discuss a statechart updating concern present in
the ASML system. A number of statecharts express the be-
havior of ASML’s lithography systems. At certain points in
the program execution, one or more transitions are triggered
and cause the affected statecharts to transition to the next
state. The trigger should be inserted at the precise location,
in the source code, designated by a sequence of statements.
The statechart updating concern motivates the need for more
fine-grained join point mechanisms. There are cases where
high level pointcuts like call and execution are not sufficient
to identify the correct join point.
3. PROGRAM REPRESENTATION
Our main objective is to define a program representation
model that supports a fine-grained join point model, can
represent properties about the program—including the re-
sults of code analysis such as data and control flow—and
can be applied for multiple languages (i.e. the model must
be language-independent). In this section we will propose a
model that addresses these requirements.
3.1 Program points
First, we distinguish a concrete join point ; a particular point
in the program that is used for weaving in additional behav-
ior, and a potential join point ; a point in the program where
additional behavior can be woven in. We will use the term
weave point for designating potential join points, and join
point for a particular point in the program that has been
selected for inserting additional behavior. Unfortunately, in
the literature, both meanings of the term join point seem to
be used interchangeably. In particular, the term join point
model (JPM), which describes the characteristics of the po-
tential join points, is often used. We will adopt this com-
monly used term as well, although for consistency, Weave
Point Model would be more appropriate.
Second, we would like to point out that the granularity of
the join point model need not be the same as the granu-
larity of the program representation. The reason is that a
pointcut specification may need more detailed information
about the program to decide which weave points are se-
lected. For example, in AspectJ-like languages, the program
representation distinguishes individual arguments of meth-
ods, whereas these are not available as join points. In these
languages, primitive pointcuts can be used within pointcut
designators to access such additional information about the
program. For this reason, we introduce the notion of pro-
gram points, which are defined according to a program point
model (PPM). A program point is an atomic element in the
representation of the program. A program is a sequence of
statements in a programming language. What to consider
’atomic’ is a matter of design decisions while defining the
aspect language and corresponding program point model.
Typical examples of program points are statements for: as-
signment, call, control, function (or method) start and end
and variable declaration, etc. Table 1 shows a set of possible
program points for the C programming language. This list is
taken from [4]. Such a list can be defined for any language.
Program point: Description:
Call-site Direct call to a function
Indirect-call Indirect call via a function pointer.
Expression Expression or assignment statement.
Control-point If, switch, while, for, etc...
Declaration Declaration of a local
or global variable.
Variable-init. Initialization of a variable.
Return Return statement.
Actual-in Actual parameter of function call.
Actual-out Return value of a function call.
Formal-in Formal parameter of a function
definition.
Formal-out Return value of a function definition.
Entry Execution start of a function.
Exit Point just before returning to
the caller.
Jump Goto, break, or continue.
Switch-case Case or default.
Table 1: Possible program points for C
As we explained before, in some join point models, not all
available program points can be used as a join point. Again,
which program points to include as weave points is a de-
sign decision in developing an aspect language and its cor-
responding join point model. The relation between program
points, weave points and join points is expressed by:
(concrete) join points ⊆ weave points ⊆ program points
in other words, all concrete join points are also weave points
(i.e. potential join points), and all weave points must be
program points (but not necessarily the other way around).
3.2 Program graph
Our program representation model uses program points as
its core, and constructs a full program representation by (a)
adding properties to program points, and (b) adding infor-
mation about the relations between the program points. To
this end we adopt a graph representation, where the nodes
correspond to program points, and the edges express rela-
tions between program points. We assume the nodes are
labeled and can have properties1.
To represent the properties of a program, we distinguish
three kinds of relations between program points; control
flow, call and structural.
• The control flow relations show in which sequence the
program points can be executed. This information can
be gathered through the use of standard control flow
analysis. This analysis is assumed to be done for each
function and thus resulting in a set of lattices of pro-
gram points and directed control flow edges.
• The call edges link the separate control flow lattices
via directed edges between the call program point and
the return of this call. This information can also be
derived via control flow analysis.
1Note that these properties can also be modeled as separate
nodes with directed—appropriately labeled—edges pointing
from the main node
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• The structural edge is used for representing the sta-
tic program structure and other dependencies. Ex-
amples are a dependency to a superclass (i.e. inher-
itance relation), a relation between a package and a
class that it contains, and the definition of a parame-
ter of a function. This structural information can be
extracted from the AST.
In our join point model we also want to be able to use anno-
tations. For the motivation for using annotations and more
information regarded the annotations we refer to Nagy[19].
Annotations can be attached to almost every possible state-
ment and thus to almost every possible program point. We
model these annotations as properties of the program point.
We state that each program points has a set of annotations.
The annotations can be extracted from the AST.
As motivated by the parameter checking concern we want to
be able to express data oriented pointcuts. This requires the
presence of this information inside the PPM. We state that
each program point has a set of referenced global and local
variables and parameters and a set of modified global and
local variables and parameters. These sets can be derived
through the use of data flow analysis.
The above mentioned program points, edges and attributes
of the program points form one large program graph. We
now give a formal definition of the presented program graph.
The program graph of program P is defined as follows:
GP =< N,Eflow, Ecall, Estructure >. Where:
• N is the set of program points. N has the following
attributes:
– A is the set of annotations attached to this node.
– R is the set of global and local variables and pa-
rameters being referred(read) to in this node.
– M is the set of global and local variables and pa-
rameters being modified(written) in this node.
• Eflow is the set of edges representing the control flow
from one program point to another. There is an edge
from p1 to p2 if the program point p2 can be executed
immediately after program point p1.
• Ecall is the set of edges representing the call to a func-
tion and the return of all calls.
• Estructure is the set of edges representing the context
relation.
To illustrate the concepts introduced above we first show
an example C function of ASML, CCXA split string, and
then the equivalent program graph, GCCXA split string. The
function is simplified and names have been renamed due to
confidentiality agreements and space considerations. This
function will serve as a running example to illustrate various
aspects of the PPM.
1 int CCXA_split_string(char *string , int string_length
, char *head , char *tail)
2 {
3 int result = OK;
4 result = head_string (&head , &string , string_length
);
5 if(result != OK)
6 {
7 ERROR_LOG("An error occurred in function





11 result = tail_string (&tail , &string ,
string_length);
12 if(result != OK)
13 {
14 ERROR_LOG("An error occurred in






Listing 4: Example C function
Figure 1 shows a simplified version of the program graph
of the example in 4. The edges are labeled with the type
and we omitted the conditional labels like true and false.































































































































Figure 1: Program graph
them show the namespace of function CCXA split string,
this could be a representation of a directory and file struc-
ture. See (1) in the graph. The start of the function is
represented by the PP CCXA SS entry. This PP has two
outgoing edges. One control flow edge to the result(decl)
PP stating that the result is declared immediately after en-
tering the function. The structure edge indicates that the
function CCXA split string declares a local variable result.
The call(head string) PP has two outgoing edges, shown
near (2) in the graph. The end of the call edge is attached
to the entry point of the function it calls. The return of
this function is represented by the incoming call edge of the
(result = return$head string) PP. The start of this edge is
attached to the exit point of the called function. We model
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the control flow from the call PP to the return PP explicitly.
This can be seen near (2) in the graph.
Each program point has properties indicating the set of an-
notations attached to this PP, a set of referenced variables or
parameters and a set of modified parameters and variables.
The referenced set of a function entry PP is the union of all
reference sets of all PPs in the control flow paths starting at
the entry PP and ending at the exit PP. Similar, the modi-
fied set of a function entry PP is the union of all modify sets
of all PPs in the control flow paths starting at the entry PP
and ending at the exit PP. This means that the referenced
and modified set of a call PP will also contain the sets of
the function that is called2.
3.3 Recovery example
To illustrate the program graph we provide an example for
a simple recovery concern. The recovery concern should
assign the OK value to the result variable in the case the
head string function returns an error code. We thus only
want to insert the recovery advice after the head string call
but not after the tail string call.
A pointcut designator specifying the call to ERROR LOG
would result in accidental join points. We thus have to indi-
cate the exact join point through the use of a a sequence of
program points. For this example the sequence would con-
tain a program point path starting with a call(head string(..)
PP immediately followed by an if PP, and within then branch
program point a call(ERROR LOG) PP. Such a pointcut
designator could be defined as a regular expression.
We subsequently have to match this sequence on the PPM.
This mapping can not be made directly on the program
graph. We accomplish this by transforming the lattices of
program control flow graphs representing the functions to a
labeled transition system. This is achieved by adding the la-
bels of the PP to the incoming edges, we can now transform
the program graph to an automaton. The start and end
state of the automaton are the entry and exit point of the
function. The resulting automaton can be used to match the
regular expressions representing the pointcut expressions. It
should be noted that the above example pointcut designa-
tor is very expressive, and one could define a higher level
pointcut language which abstracts from this model.
3.4 Parameter checking example
In section 2.1 we showed a example pointcut in listing 3.
The pointcut expression states that for each parameter of a
function with return type int which is not modified we want
to insert the input point parameter checking advice. We
can translate this also to a regular expression on the pro-
gram point automaton. However we can define constraints
that must hold on all possible join points given the regu-
lar expression. In this case all paths from the entry to the
exit program points of each function that returns an int. In
the example we specified two predicates. The first predicate
binds each parameter to p. The second predicate constraints
this set even further by stating that if such a parameter ex-
ists then it may not be modified. This can be translated
2It should be noted that in Object Oriented language this
is not that simple due to polymorphism.
to program graph by iterating over all modified sets of all
program points of all functions with return type int and de-
termining whether the parameter p is an element in such
any modified set. If this is that case the parameter is writ-
ten and it is not in input pointer parameter but an output
pointer parameter. All parameters that are not in the any
of modified sets are thus input pointer parameters.
4. WEAVING LANGUAGE
We primarily focused on the program point model and the
motivation for this model. In this section we propose a weav-
ing language to complement the program point model.
Our definition of a join point is a path pathjp in the program
graph. This join point is defined as a tuple of program
points< PPjps, PPjpe > where PPjps denotes the start, and
PPjpe the end of the join point path. We can thus identify
a single program point by stating that PPjps is equal to
PPjpe. We define an advice as a path pathadv denoted as a
tuple < PPadvs, PPadve >, similar to the join point tuple.
Given the join point and advice tuples we define operations
on the program graph Gp containing pathjp.
InsertBefore : Inserts pathadv before the join point pathjp.
This is achieved by detaching all incoming control flow
and call edges of PPjps and attaching these edges to
PPadvs. We then add a control flow edge from the
PPadve to the PPjps.
InsertAfter : Inserts pathadv after the join point pathjp.
This is achieved by detaching all outgoing control flow
edges of PPjpe and attaching these edges to PPadve.
We then add a control flow edge from the PPjpe to the
PPadvs.
Substitute : Substitutes pathjp with the pathadv. This
achieved by detaching all incoming edges from PPjps
and attaching them to PPadvs. Similarly we detach all
outgoing edges from PPjpe and attach them to PPadve.
Remove : Removes pathjp from Gp and restores the con-
trol flow by attaching all incoming control flow and
call edges of Njps to all out outgoing edges of PPjpe.
We note that the advice does not have to include the start
or end node. The operations can specify whether or not to
include the start or end node of the join point and advice
paths. This allows us to use any possible graph structure as
an advice, no matter what structure; a single edges, a single
node or more complex graph structures.
We must ensure that after weaving all the advices we are
still left with a valid program. We thus have to constrain
the operations and the possible join point and advice tuples.
The advice can contain language constructs which are not
allowed at the location of weaving. For example inserting a
declaration of a local variable just before the return state-
ment on line 17 in listing 4. Such insertion will result in an
erroneous program.
The operations Substitute, Remove and Cut can only be
applied if the join point path is confined to the control flow
graph of a single function. If the PPjps and the PPjpe
are not located in the same function we have no way of
determining whether the Substitute, Remove and Cut will
brake the two functions it spawns.
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After all operations we need to make sure that all program
points are still reachable, via control flow and call edges. If
there are program points with no incoming control flow and
call edges we encountered a set of PPs which can not be
reached and are therefore dead code. It could also be the
case that structural edges are left dangling, for example if
we removed a variable declaration or even an entire function.
All these structure dangling edges should be removed. This
part of our research is still in the early stage and will require
future work.
We discussed some of the constraints and possible problems
briefly. We will not focus on these constraints and problems
in this paper but we are aware of these possible issue.
5. RELATED WORK
Many of the current AOP approaches currently available
are based on the established join point model of AspectJ[10].
Examples of these approaches, besides AspectJ, are AspectC[9,
8], AspectC++[20], AspectWerkz[3] and JBoss[7]. They
lack the fine-grained expressiveness that our proposed model
offers. Furthermore, the join point models used by these ap-
proaches are coarse-grained, i.e. call, execution, global get
and set. Our approach is more fine-grained and allows us to
specify pointcut expressions that capture some concerns[14]
better.
None of mentioned approaches incorporate data analysis
into their join point model. This may result in hard to
write and maintain pointcut expressions as demonstrated in
section 2.1. [17] introduces the dflow primitive pointcut for
AspectJ. This pointcut provides a way to determine a join
point based on the data flow of the parameters bound by the
args or return pointcut. This approach is however limited to
the parameters of a function and does not reason about the
data flow of local and global variables. Their motivation to
use of data oriented pointcuts is illustrated by a sanitizing
task within a web server environment. Therefore none of the
current AspectJ-like approaches provide the degree of data
oriented pointcuts we offer.
Event Based AOP (EAOP[1]) is an AOP approach that of-
fers similar features. Event base AOP inserts event triggers
in the base system code. Advice can be attached to these
events which is executed once such an event is fired. Similar
to our approach this approach offers the possibility of pro-
viding a sequence of primitive pointcut. These sequences are
however limited to relative simple orderings, our approach
can express more as it uses regular expressions over the pro-
gram points. This provides us with the a more flexible and
expressive way to define pointcuts. They have an implemen-
tation of EAOP on C called Arachne[11]. In this approach
they weave the advice in the binary code of a compiled C
program. At weaving time every assembly instruction that
performs a event will be replaced by a call to a hook. The
hook will ensure that the advice is executed. This approach
rewrites IA-32(x86) instructions and is thus platform depen-
dent.
GrammaTech[5] and the University of Wisconsin did a pre-
liminary study on the possibility of using the CodeSurfer[4]
tool to provide a framework for AOP of embedded sys-
tems[13]. This work studied the use of dependence graphs
in an AOP environment. They also envisioned pointcuts
using data flow analysis. The proposed join point model
and pointcut designators is AspectJ-like and thus does not
offer the level of granularity and expressive offered by our
approach.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We have motivated the need for a fine-grained join point
model and we showed how one could use such a model to
achieve more expressiveness in these models. We illustrated
in section 2.1 based on a real example that the results of
data analysis may be needed to express certain pointcuts as
well. And we argued that our goal is to define a scalable,
open-ended model for representing programs, such that we
can reason about and manipulate programs at a fine-grained
level.
In short the presented framework has the following charac-
teristics
• A very fine grained join point model.
• The program graph integrates information from the
Abstract Syntax Tree with call, control flow and data
dependency graphs.
• The model is scalable in that it can express both sim-
ple, coarse-grained join point models and fine-grained
join point models with a rich program representation.
• We defined a small set of operations over our program
graph that are both primitive, expressive and main-
tain important consistency constraints of the program
graph.
The work we presented in this paper still has many (open)
issues, we discuss a few of these:
Fragile join points : It should be noted that using the
static structure of the program will lead to fragile join
points. These fragile join points are the result of the
high coupling between aspect and base system. If the
source code changes these kinds of join point will likely
be invalidated. However because we have the expres-
siveness to leave out superfluous details in the pointcut
descriptor that are not relevant for the join point we
can reduce the fragility of the join points.
Program graph creation : We did not cover the creation
of program point graph from source code. As our pro-
gram graph integrates information from the Abstract
Syntax Tree with call, control flow and data depen-
dency graphs we should have the ability to build up
these representations from the source code. There are
tools like CodeSurfer[4] that provide advanced control
and data flow (dependence) analysis.
Program Normalization It should be noted that we as-
sume the program to be normalized[21]. The normal-
ization process makes identifying the joint point easier
as non composed expressions are present in the code.
On the other hand, it is important that the model that
the programmer has about the program is not differ-
ent (i.e. does not lead to different join points) from
the normalized model.
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